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- RADIOSENSITIVITY OF' LYMPHOCYTES AMONG FILIPINOS

The application of nuclear energy in the Philippines has

been increasing in various fields of agricultural, industrial and

medical endeavors as well as in energy production. These

practices may unavoidably lead to a certain level of exposure to

ionising radiation. The late biological effects of ionising

radiation which might appear at considerable later period after

exposure to ionising radiation from external and internal

exposures include induction of benign or malignant tumors,

various types of degenerative diseases, impairment of fertility,

chromosome aberrations and others noted both in experimental

animals and human populations. It is now recognised that a good

radiation protection service should be able to utilized

biological dosimetric methods. The availability of biological

dosimetry could provide the resolution to disputed cases where

physical-chemical dosimeters such as the film-badge might reveal

signs of overexposure whereas the actual occurence of such an

accident is doubtful or lacks any other circumstantial evidence.

Chromosome aberrations induced in peripheral blood

lymphocytes of man and other mammals are now widely used as a

biological indicator of exposure to ionising radiation (Leonard

et al. 1982, 1,383, Lloyd, 1984; Medina and Wagan, 1383, Purrot

and Lloyd, 1372). There is therefore a need to undertake baseline'

studies on the radiosensitivity of Filipino lymphocytes to
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radiation. Such studies can elucidate further on the potential 01

blood chromosomes as biological dosimeters. The objectives of

this study are: • _

1. To determine the radiosensitivity of lymphocytes among
t

Filipinos.

2. To establish the radiation-induced chromosome anomaly

standard curve in lymphocytes for radiological

dosimetry.

3. To evaluate the radiation-dnduced chromosome

anomalies.

The establishment of a standard curve will be of

importance in -measuring in-vivo radiation doses received

•accidentally by occupationally and medically exposed population

which are otherwise unobtainable using other methods. The

biological estimate of the equivalent whole body radiation dose

may provide reassurance to radiation workers.



The experiments were carried, out following the protocol

elaborated at the IAEA Research Group Meeting held in Helsinki in

1977.

Freshly drawn blood 'from. ,healthy individual donors were

exposed to 0.5Gy, lGy, 2Gy, 3Gy and 4Gy of Gamma-rays or used as

controls. Irradiation was carried out with a Gamma irradiator,

Gamma Cell 220 (Atomic Canada, Ltd.) at an exposure rate of 0.5Gy

per second.

Whole- blood cultures were set up within 3 hours after

sampling and irradiation by inoculating 0.5 ml blood in 5 ml

Ham's F10 medium (Ham, 1963) supplemented with bovine serum (9%),

phytohemaglutinin (Wellcome Co.), streptomycin and penicillin.

Cultures from irradiated and control human blood were cultured

for 2 days with addition of 0.05 ml colcemid (10 mcg/ml in PBS)

at 24-h after the initiation of culturing, so that cells in their

first division in culture could be observed. Hypotonic treatment,

fixation and slide preparation were performed according to usual

method (Evans et al., 1975).

Excellent chromosome spreads, which were round-type

metaphases were selected. Dicentrics, centric rings and acentrics

comprising acentric rings, minutes and fragments, were observed

among the chromosome aberrations. Particular emphasis was placed

whether a cell contained an accompanying acentric fragment. For

each dicentric, one acentric fragment was subtracted from the

total number present in the cell because when a dicentric is

formed, a fragment is always formed also.



KKVlttW UF LITERATURE

Recent work was done on chJiomosome aberration induced by

radiation exposure showed that there exist relationships between

aberration frequencies, radiation injury and absorbed dose in a

variety, of cell systems (Evans, 1977; Dolphin et al., 1977).

Earlier, . Brewen et al. (1973; 1976) espoused, a theory that

radiosensitivity of chromosomes is related to the number of

chromosome arms, but in •1970,.Griff in et al. indicated that

another factor maybe involved which could be nuclear volume " or

DNA content. Whereas Sankarariarayanan (1976), Leonard et al".

(1978) and Scott et al. (1974) suggested, other factors such as

rate and accuracy of repair or .the amount and distribution of

heterochromatin as a potential source for differences in

radiosensitivity among species.

Investigations of Fabry and Leonard (1979) however,

yielded data incompatible with the theories of Brewen et al.

(1973; 1976) and Griffin (1970) and it is now generally accepted

that neither nuclear volume, DNA content, chromosome number nor

chromosome arms determine the radiation sensitivity of species.

However, Evans (1977) firmly stated that there is no

question that for any particular species uniformly exposed to a

known quality of radiation under well-defined and controlled

conditions, there exists a very strict relationship between the

incidence of induced aberrations and the absorbed dose.

The routine method for detecting genetic damage induced

by environmental agents in man in-vivo is to examine mitotic

cells in short-term peripheral blood cultures for evidence of
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structural chromosome changes (Scott et ai., lava;.

The human body may contain around 1300g lymphocytes

outside the blood, lymph nodes and_bone marrow, 70g in the bone

marrow, 3g. in the cirulating blood and lOOg in lymphatic tissues

(Evans, 1970). Estimates of the extravascular lymphocyte pool in

man derived from extracorporeal radiation studies also indicate a

pool size of around lOOOg. . .

According to Brown (1975) most of the lymphocytes in

the peripheral blood circulate continuosly through a distinct

pathway used by no- other cells. They leave the blood stream in

. the lymphoid organs and reenter it in the thoracic duct. Many

lymphocytes have a long life.of several years- in the body. It is

this relationship that is an essential prerequisite for any

biological dosimeter plus the fact that lymphocyte cells carrying

damage chromosomes have a mean life of several years in the body

making it possible to detect results of overexposure sometime

after the event, which places blood chromosomes as a potential

indicator (Buckton et al., 1967). .

According to Pu.rrott and Lloyd (1972), some factors may

influence aberration yields in calibration experiments, the

contribution of scorer variation for instance, which was studied

by Abbat (1971) in an inter-laboratory comparison. The effect

these factors appear to have on the aberration yield is very

• difficult to justify in terms of the interpretation of data using

dose-response curves published by other laboratories. Instead it

is necessary for any laboratory interested in chromosome damage

dosimetry to first construct calibration curves using their own

well-established procedures. A calibration.curve is necessary

. . ' ' 5 .



to relate exposure to the measured frequency of aberration, this

curve has usually been provided by culture of blood samples,

irradiated.in-vitro at various exposures and the most reliable

endpoint has been the yield of dicentric aberrations (Brown and

McNeill, 1971). . .

In 1956, Tjio and Levan Demonstrated a preparation

which allowed each chromosome to be observed separately. The

achievement made it possible tb accurately count the number of

chromosome and study their individual configuration. In addition,

reports of other investigators presented techniques whereby

greatly improved chromosome preparation could be made. Nowell

discovered in 1960 the mitogenic property of.phytohemagglutenin

(PHA), a saline extract of the red kidney bean, Phaseolns

s. Originally, PHA was used in culture because of its

Hemagglutinating activity. Later, colchicine, a substance derive

from the Autum Crocus was added to effect the arrest of cells

metaphase by inhibiting mitotic spindle formation, allowing the

accumulation in culture of large number of cell's at metaphase

(Ford, 1973).

Hughes (1952) and-Hsu (1952) reported that pre-treatment

of cells in mitosis with a hypotonic solution caused them to

absorb fluid and swell in size facilitating separation, of the

chromosomes. .

The importance of healthy growth of cells in culture

cannot be overemphasized. The use of antibiotics in cultivating

organs, tissues and cells in-vitro to inhibit microbial growth in

cultures has permitted great strides in cell culture work. If has

not , • however, altered the importance of observing • aseptic



procedures throughout the preparation and handling of culture

' media. The roos.t common antibiotics being used in culture media

are penicillin and streptomycin. "* '

In 1963, Ham formulated a sterile, chemically defined

medium. The medium contains ingredients as experimentally

• determined-optimum levels of concentration for the cultivation of

•ovary cell lines, which found acceptance by several authors. This

is commercially available as Ham's F10 and contains all the

minimum essential minerals necessary for cell growth.

Moorehead et al. first described in 1960 the method of

culturing lymphocytes from human peripheral.blood which offered a

means of obtaining human chromosome preparations more easily and

Quickly. Several authors have since then come up with

modifications of their own including Moorehead himself

(Moorehead, 1373a; Farrow et al., 1975; Leonard et a.l. , 1978;

Decat (personal communication),, 1975; Arakki et al., 1963).

Studies made on exposed individuals and on cultures

cells (Evans, 1962; Bender and Gooch, 1962) have shown that the

peripheral blood lymphocytes are very sensitive indicator of both

in-vivo and in-vitro induced chromosome structural changes: These

changes in chromosome structure offer readily-scored

morphological evidence of damage to the genetic material..

A. circulating lymphocyte in the Gl phase of mitosis when '

• exposed to ionizing radiation results into chromosome type-damage

where the unit of breakage and reunion is the whole chromosome

when both, chnomatids are the same locus. But when cells are

irradiated in the S or 62 stage of the cell cycle, after the

chromosome has divided into two sister chromatids, chromatid-type
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aberrations results when only the single ehromatid is involved in

breakage or exchange (Evans, et al., 1975; Casarett, 1968).

Investigators in the- fieTd of radiation cytogenetics

have for many years now recognized that structural aberrations

can be induced in chromosomes by radiation.

Casarett (1968), Leonard et al. (1971), Evans (1975),

Savage (1976), Medina, III and Wagan (1982) and other workers .

have studied in detail the types of damage induced by radiation.

Much of the credit for radiological theory must go to

Karl Sax whose thorough and careful pioneering work set such a
/ • - -

high standard and laid down guideline which subsequently

investigators have followed. Since his early lead, "dicentric and

rings" have been, far the most coming scoring category in

radiation cytogenetics. Rings in this grouping nearly always

means only centric-rings, although some workers have included the

larger acentric rings but in view of the rarity of its occurence

little numerical differences is to be expected (Savage, 1975).

The rationale for combining dicentrics and rings stem

presumably from a consideration of the polarised nature of the

chromosomes in the interphase nucleus. Since the centromeres lead

to the poles at anaphase,. the equal trailing arms of the (haploid

set) metacentric chromosomes will come to be in proximity along

their•lenghts, so that a section of the late telophase nucleus at

' right angle to the spindle axis will appear as an array of discs

at any level will produce a centric ring if the two arms belong

to the same chromosome, otherwise it will be a dicentric.(Savage,

1975). . . •

The unstable dicentric aberration appears to be the most

. . . 8 • •



consistent index of radiation damage (Dolphin, 1971; Medina III

and Wagan, 1982) and represents 60% of all observed unstable

aberration following gamma irradiation. It has a low background

frequency (about 1 in 1000 cells) in lymphocytes obtained from

normal persons exposed only to background radiation and the

presence, of two centromeres in the aberration usually gives it a

very distinctive appearance (Lloyd and Purrott, 1981). The

identification of the dicentric is supported by the presence of

an acentric fragment.or chromosome fragment which is a by-product

of' the- exchange which results in dicentric. The dicentric arises

from a break in each of two chromosomes which join

asymmetrically. Occasionally following a high dose, more than two

chromosomes maybe involved and a polycentric aberration is

produced (Medina III and Wagan, 1982).

According to Brown (1971) and Evans (1970) reports from

a number of animal studies and from limited observations in man,

it has been found ' that provided certain standard laboratory

conditions are observed, there is no difference in the yield of

dicentrics following in-vivo and in-vitro irradiation of human

blood. • •

Binder and Gooch. (1962) found that chromosome aberration

consisting of deletion, rings, dicentrics, arid symmetrical

translocation can be observed in metaphase preparation from

• cultured human leucocytes. The number of deletions increased

linearly with dose, while the dicentrics increased roughly as the

square of the.dose. The coefficients of deletions has been found

to be 0.11 + 0.012 x 10-5 deletion per cell per R , and the

coefficient of ring and dicentric production is 0.45 x 10- ring



and d-icentrics per cell R . They further found that the yield of

total breaks fits with the following formula:

Y = « + bD + 2cD

where Y is the yield of total breaks, the breakage frequency in
i

the control, D the dose of x-rays and b and c the coefficient of

production for one-and two-break aberrations, respectively,

wfrereas the yield f6r rings plus dicentrics is expressed by the

formula

Y = cD2

which is the classical expression.for two-hit aberrations.

Since dicentrics and rings are easier to score, the data

obtained for them are more reliable which led to the proposal of

Bender and Gooch (1962) that the.dose-response effect may form

the basis for a new technique of radiation dosimetry. From above

data also Bender and Gooch (1962) outlined a biological

dosimeter. The dose estimate is given as:

D =

0.52 x lo"
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where"*" D is the dose in Roentgens, Y the observed yield of rings

and dicentrics per cell and b the coefficient per ring and

dicentric production. It was reported that using this formula, an

estimate of average body exposure can be made within a few days

after acute exposure (Bartalos and Baramki, 1967).

• Savage (1975) reported that the final shape of an

experimental curve relating aberration yield to radiation dose is

determined by a large number of factors which are difficult to

satisfy in practice. Usually the hypothesis and formula which

. underlie the mathematical analysis of this curve do not include

many . of these factors, so that the parameters derived do .not

always represent true•relationship and dose. He further stated

that there are certain basic requirements needed if the warping

of the curve shapebe extraneous factors is to be minimized,

these are reliable radiation dosimetry, uniformity of aberration

classification and scoring, good cytological preparation,

homogeneity of the cell population, minimum variability between

samples and suitable statistical procedures.

In the mathematical interpretations of observed

aberration yields, the expressions used were • purely for

convenience of interpolation, or extrapolation or for making

comparisons between sets of data (Savage, 1975; Leonard et al.,

1976; Brown, 1975). In most cases, however the expressions are

' intended to represent some model of the biophysical events which

generate the observed form of dose response (Savage, 1975)

. The following is a description of the two most used

mathematical expression (Savage, 1979): •

1. The power law, or exponential formula., an expression
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of convenience

Y = k D + C .
I

where Y is the yield of aberration per chromosome, D the. dose or

radiation, K is some constant which has been termed the

coefficient of aberration production'(Lea, 1962) whose value

depends upon several factors such as the type of aberration and

the radiation, etc., X is the exponent or power of the dose, and

C is the spontaneous yield, of the particular aberration treated

under identical conditions as experimental. The exponent or power

usually takes a value between 1.0, when the response is said to

be linear with respect to dose, and 2.0, referred to as a dose

squared response.

2. The quadratic: a-simple method

• Y =« D . + $D . + C

where CK, is the linear coefficient of aberration production per

dose, and .p the quadratic coefficient of aberration production

per unit of (dose) . The linear term D is frequently, assumed to

correspond, to proportion of aberrations produced by the passage

of one ionizing track (loosely termed "one-hit" aberration) and
1

the quadratic term $D , to the proportion where the participating

lesions or breaks are produced by separate and independent

ionizing tracks ("two-hit" aberrations). The term "one-track" and

"two-tracks" are to be preferred (Neary, 1965). The quadratic was
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introduced by Lea and Catheside (1942) to take account of the

small degree of curvature in .the dose-response. The quadratic

played a very important part in dose"response curve analysis and

is used almost universally. Many, of the very complex formula used

today will upon simplication, reduce to it.

The data obtained may also be evaluated for the

regression parameters of the different models using maximum

likelihood methods (Papworth, 1975; Leonard, 1976; Medina, III

and Wagan, 1982.

13



\ DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Karvotype Analysis of the Control ** . . • .

To insure that the aberrations were induced by

irradiation and not- inherent to the blood samples, karyotype

analysis of the control was made. Results showed that the.donors

were cytogenetically normal 2n = 46.

A sample of control karyotype is shown in.Fig. la and .

lb. The set is made up of 2n = 4 6 diploid mitotic metaphase. The

measurement of cut out photomicrographs of* all individual

chromosome of the somatic metaphase were made in pairs,

chromosome number one being the longest.

Types of Damage Assayed

The frequency of chromosomal .aberrations (dicentrics

and rings) in Filipino lymphocytes exposed to different doses of

"T -rays and cultured for 48 hours is presented in Table 1.

In this paper, aberration is viewed as a result of

breaks in chromosome. Aberrations were classified according to

the portions of the chromosome which appear to have-been involved

in the aberrations (Evans and O'Riordan, 1975).These were divided

into two main groups: chromosome-type and chromatid-type and

despiralization. '

A circulating lymphocyte' in the Go and Gj phase of

mitosis when exposed to ionizing radiation results into

chromosome type-damage where the unit of breakage and reunion is

the whole chromosome, when both chromatids are at the same locus.

But, when cells are irradiated in the S or G% stages of the cell

. ' 14



cycle,— after the chromosome has divided into two sister

chromatids; chromatid-type aberrations results where only the

single chromatid is involved in breakage or exchange. (Fig. 2a).

A. Chromosome-type Aberrations

The present analyses on somatic metaphases showed that

six classes of chromosome-type aberrations can be distinguished

cytoldgically (Fig. 2b). These are:

(1) Terminal deletions. These' are paired acentric

fragments which have- the appearance of resulting from a simple

break across the chromosome and they are not associated with the

obvious exchange aberrations. .

(2) Minutes (interstitial, isodiametric or dot

deletion) (Fig. 3)_ These are pairs of acentric fragments smaller

in size than terminal deletions, characteristically appearing as

paired spheres of- chromatin. These are intercalary deletions.

(3) Acentric rings (Fig. 4). These are paired segments

of chromatid without a centromere and which are joined to give a

ring. . •

(4) Centric rings (Fig. 5). Ring structures containing

a centromere. The centric- ring can be easily distinguished

morphologically from the acentric type(Fig. 5a) and is generally

.accompanied by one acentric fragment. .

(5) Reciprocal translocation (symmetrical interchange)

These are aberrations which involve breakage of two chromosomes. .

Conventional staining methods do not allow the detection of

reciprocal translocations involving the exchange of two equal-

sized segments. Banded chromosome preparations are required.

• 15 ' ; .



Interchange may, of oourse, also occur in the centromere regions

of two" chromosomes 'giving whole-arm exchanges which, if they

involve acrocentric chromosomes,- are sometimes referred to as

centric fusions (Brown, 1972).

(6) Dicehtric or polycentric aberrations (asymmetrical

interchange) (Fig. 6). Aberrations which arise from an exchange

between two or mo.re chromosomes which results in the centric

products reuniting in such a way to form a dicentric or

polycentric structure and an associated acentric fragment.

Aberration types 1-4 involve only a single chromosome and are

known as intrachanges whereas types 5 and 6 involve the exchange

of parts between chromosomes and are classified as interchanges. .

Aberration types (1), (2) and (3), i.e. terminal

deletions, minutes and acentric rings, are often loosely grouped •

together as acentric fragments which are not associated with any

obvious exchange event resulting in a rearrangement. Fragments,

associated with an exchange event, e.g.the fragment observed in

association with a dicentric-, are scored as part of the ecxchange

and not as separate aberrations (Evans and O'Riordan", 1975).

B. Chromatid-type Aberrations .

Chromatid-type aberrations are induced by ionising

radiation when cells are exposed in' the £> or stages of

interphase. These are:

1. , Chromatid and isochromatid gap. Thev gap or

achromatic lesion appears as a non-staining and constricted

region in the chromatid arm and the apparently "broken" segments

. 16 :



of the chromatid area are in alignment. Where the gap involves

both chroinatid arms at. the same position, this is referred to as

isolocus or- isochromatid gap. -

2. Chroraatid break. Where there is a discontinuity

with displacement in the chroinatid arm so that the broken

chromatid ends are not aligned. An apparently "simple" break

results in a terminal deletion. •

3..Chromatid minutes. Single or unpaired, intercalary

fragments.

4. Isochromatid aberration. This involves exchanges

between sister chromatids and may be confused with chromosome-

type terminal deletions. They may be distinguished from

chromosome-type aberrations, however, since the majority of

isochromatid breaks involve a union between • sister chromatids

either proximal or distal to the point of breakage:

•5. Symmetrical interchanges . This type of aberration

involves " an exchange (exchanges) between two (or more)

c-hromosoraes. Simple exchanges between one chromatid in each of,

two chromosomes results in a configuration having four arms and

referred to as a quadri-radial.

6. Asymmetrical interchanges . An exchange between

two or more chromosomes resulting in the formation of one or more

dicentric chromatids.

C. Despiralization . •

• • '

This aberration is a disturbance in the .

differentiation of. chromosomal matrix and in the spiralization of
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chromosomes.

In contrast to the chromosome-type aberrations,

chromatid breaks and particularly gaps are unreliable indicators

of .real damage to the genetic material. Not only can the scoring

of gaps and breaks be extremely subjective, resulting in

considerable observer differences, but also, many gaps are caused

by technical artifacts, e.g. "poor" culture conditions, and the

use of "drastic" processes during slide preparation. For this

reason, if ..chromatid gaps and breaks are to be scored and

included in the aberration yield, it is particularly important

that "control" blood cultures are cultured in a similar way and

atthe same time as-those exposed to the agent being tested..

The frequency of observed chromosome aberration is

shown in (Fig. 7). It can be seen that these aberrations

(dicentrics. and rings) increase linearly as the irradiation

dose. The frequency 'of rings are very low hence difficult to

monitor. Other workers include rings with the data on dicentrics

(Lloyd and Purrott, 1981; Dolphin, 1971). In this report, we

concentrate only on dicentrics and rings.

The above cytological analyses confirm that exposure

to varying doses ofY~ radiation causes an increase of chromosome

aberrations as compared to the controls (peripheral blood samples

from the same donors as with the irradiated ones) and induced

aberrations rarely seen and observed in non-exposed individuals

(deletions, translocations, polycentrics and rings). It was

shown that these radiation-induced chromosomal abnormalities can

be easily assayed at mitotic metaphase (Bender and Gooch, 1962).

It is evident that human peripheral blood lymphocytes
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will * provide information in' evaluating, monitoring and/or

predicting the cytogenetic damage arising from human exposure tq

radiation. As such, its use as biological dosimeter of radiation

effects has.great possibilities for development.

Indicator of radiation effects and rate of aberration

Dicentric or polycentric aberrations (asymmetrical

interchange) (Fig. 6). Aberrations which arise from an exchange

between two, or more' chromosomes resulting in the centric products

reuniting in such a manner as to form a chromosome with two or

more centromere structures and an'associated fragment, appear to

be -the most consistent index of radiation damage (Dolphin 1971;

Medina, III and Wagan, 1982) . The presence of tw.o or more

centromeres in the aberration usually give it a very distinctive

appearance (Lloyd and Purrott, 1981). . .

In Table 1 it can be seen that for 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,

and 4.0 Gy of . - rays when delivered to lymphocytes and

cultured, produced 0.021, 0.062, 0=3075, 0.542 and 0.746

dicentrics per cell, respectively. .

Dicentrics increased linearly as the dose (Fig. 7)

which augurs well for its use as a biological dose.meter.

Calibration Curve

Cultures in our laboratory are done in the 48h in order to

limit analysis to lymphocytes undergoing their first cell

division, since, it has been shown that at 72h many of the cells
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are iff their second and possibly third in-vitro division (Purrott

and Lloyd, 1972) .

An important aspect of chromosome damage dosimetry is the

construction of an in-vitro calibration curve. Based on the 48h

culture, dose-response curves have been prepared in laboratory

for Co-60,Y- rays delivered at 0.5 Gy/min.

The dose-response relationship for dicentrics in Filipino

lymphocytes presented in Fig. 8 where the dicentric yields per

cell have been plotted against the dose on linear scale . The

regression lines were calculated according to the accepted

2

quadratic model, Y = or D +^D where Y is dicentric yields, D is

radiation dose in Gray and 0( and *B are constants (Savage, 1975;

Leonard et al; 1976, Brown, 1975; Sasaki, 1983, 1990). The

constants** and •$ in the quadratic equation were 9.08 + 0.339 xlO

-6
and 2.54 + 0.993 x 10 respectively.

SUMMARY

To obtain information on the radiosensitivity of

lymphocytes among Filipinos, types of induced chromosomal

aberrations were assayed and characterized. The frequency of

chromosome aberrations were noted based on experiments conducted

with 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 Gray of Co-60 V-rays. The dicentric

and ring type of aberrations were selected as indicator of

radiation exposure. The dose-response relationship for dicentrics

and rings was iobtained using maximum likelihood curve fittings

specifically, quadratic equation.
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Table 1. Frequency of dicentrics and rings found in
lymphocytes exposed to varying doses of y - rays

Dose (Gy) Cells Scored Dicentrics+Rings Mean ± SD
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42

93
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746

0.021 ± 0.0032

0.062 ± 0.0020

0.3075* 0.0160

0.542 i 0.0221

0.746 ± 0.0273


